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Abstract

SWAN (Service for Web based ANalysis) is a platform to perform inter-
active data analysis in the cloud. SWAN allows users to write and run their
data analyses with only a web browser, leveraging on the widely-adopted
Jupyter notebook interface. The user code, executions and data live entirely
in the cloud. SWAN makes it easier to produce and share results and scientific
code, access scientific software, produce tutorials and demonstrations as well
as preserve analyses. Furthermore, it is also a powerful tool for non-scientific
data analytics.

This paper describes how a pilot of the SWAN service was implemented
and deployed at CERN. Its backend combines state-of-the-art software tech-
nologies with a set of existing IT services such as user authentication, virtual
computing infrastructure, mass storage, file synchronisation and sharing, spe-
cialised clusters and batch systems.

The added value of this combination of services is discussed, with special
focus on the opportunities offered by the CERNBox service and its mas-
sive storage backend, EOS. In particular, it is described how a cloud-based
analysis model benefits from synchronised storage and sharing capabilities.
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1. Introduction

For several years, High Energy Physics (HEP) has been facing unprece-
dented challenges in data storage, processing and analysis. As an example,
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments at CERN [1] generate about
40 terabytes/s of raw data, which, after processing and filtering, results in
tens of petabytes per year. During the last decade, the Worldwide LHC
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Computing Grid (WLCG) [2] has provided the infrastructure to store, dis-
tribute and analyse all this data. Scientists from around the world submit
their jobs to the WLCG grid resources to execute their analyses on a daily
basis.

Nevertheless, HEP is not the only community that has to confront with
the big data challenge. Other examples in science include astronomy [3] and
bioinformatics [4]. Industry is clearly leading the way in the field, especially
big companies like Google, Amazon or Facebook, which mine customers’ data
for sales and marketing purposes [5]. Smaller-size organisations also have the
means to collect and analyse fairly big amounts of data, mainly thanks to
open source tools like Hadoop [6].

Among the directions explored by those communities, there is a notice-
able trend towards web-based interactive analysis, where the user interacts
with an on-line service by means of a web-browser [7, 8, 9, 10]. This “soft-
ware as a service” provisioning model allows users to focus on the solution of
a problem in question rather than on installation, configuration and opera-
tional matters. Furthermore, such services are often backed up by computing
and data resources that are hosted ”in the cloud“.

These circumstances led to rethinking the data analysis models at CERN,
more precisely in two ways: (i) how physicists could benefit from a service for
interactive data analysis in the cloud, with only a web browser, and (ii) how
state-of-the-art tools and existing CERN technologies could be combined to
implement such a service, making it possible to access computing and storage
resources transparently and on demand.

In particular, the cloud storage component plays a key role in the service
and should fulfil three basic requirements: be the reference backend for both
end-user and experiment data, be responsive enough to provide a good inter-
active user experience and provide easy means for scientists to synchronise
their local workspaces and share their analyses.

In that sense, this paper presents the Service for Web based data ANalysis
(SWAN), a cloud-based and interactive data analysis platform accessible via
a web interface. SWAN boosts the productivity of scientists and engineers
by allowing them to focus solely on the solution of their problems without
investing resources in the creation, configuration and maintenance of software
and hardware environments. Moreover, it facilitates the sharing of results
and code, the access to scientific software, the achievement of reproducible
results, the creation of tutorials, demonstrations for outreach and teaching,
providing also many necessary elements for the preservation of data analysis
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procedures.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the interface

that was chosen for SWAN, mainly based on the Jupyter [11] notebook plat-
form for interactive data analysis. Section 3 describes the implementation
of the service backend, i.e. how production-grade CERN IT technologies
can be orchestrated in combination with other cutting-edge tools to build
a distributed computing infrastructure. In section 4 the role of the storage
component in the service is characterised in detail. Section 5 is dedicated to
the review of a series of use-case categories which are targeted by SWAN.
Finally, section 6 discusses the conclusions and future work.

2. The Notebook Interface for Interactive Analysis

A common approach for interactive data analysis is to combine code, text,
plots and rich media in the same document, known as notebook. Notebooks
are divided in cells where the user can type code, execute it and see the results
inline. In short, they can be thought of as an interactive programming shell
running in a web browser.

There exist several notebook flavours [8, 12, 13], although one of them has
been particularly successful: the Jupyter open source project [11]. Jupyter
notebooks are an agile tool for both exploratory computation and data min-
ing, and provide a platform to support reproducible research, since all inputs
and outputs may be stored in a one-to-one way in the same document. Fi-
gure 1 illustrates an example of a Jupyter notebook document where mark-
down text, formulae, code and plots are combined.

On the other hand, Jupyter is not restricted to a particular programming
language, but instead it allows to plug in language extensions known as
kernels. At the time of writing, more than forty programming languages are
supported. Moreover, Jupyter can accommodate various ecosystems of tools
for data analysis, e.g. R [16], Numerical Python [17] or Pandas [18].

The aforementioned attractive features of the Jupyter notebooks moti-
vated their choice as the main interface of the SWAN service. Thus, users
are able to produce their analyses in the form of notebooks by using only a
web browser. The execution of the notebook cells, as well as the management
of their associated data, happens seamlessly and transparently in the cloud.
In order to support this cloud execution model of user notebooks, a service
backend is needed; the details of such implementation are discussed next in
section 3.
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Figure 1: An example of a Jupyter notebook [14]: text, formulas, code and images are
combined in a computational narrative. Interactive JavaScript based widgets can also be
used to provide increased interactivity and multimedia approach, e.g. for playing sounds
or display videos [15].

3. SWAN and the Portfolio of CERN Services

The web-based interface of SWAN, based on Jupyter notebooks, is pow-
ered by a service backend that manages the execution of the notebooks on
behalf of the users. Figure 2 depicts the design of the SWAN backend, which
strongly relies on a portfolio of already existing CERN services, leveraging
as well some external cutting-edge technologies.

3.1. Authentication

Upon connection to the SWAN service, the user’s identity is checked via
the single sign-on procedure of CERN. It is enough to type user name and
password, which are validated through the CERN identity provider: this
approach was preferred to a certificate-only authentication procedure for its
simplicity.
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Figure 2: In SWAN, users log in with their CERN credentials and request the creation
of their notebook server through the JupyterHub [19] portal. The execution of notebooks
is encapsulated in Docker containers, scheduled on the OpenStack infrastructure. The
individual containers are lightweight: the needed software is available on CVMFS. Access
to the CERN mass storage EOS is available, and the user’s home directory in each container
is the EOS portion private to each user synchronised via CERNBox (see section 3.7).
External resources, for example clusters, can be attached to the container if requested.
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The authentication process grants the user a personal notebook server in
the cloud to execute analyses, as well as access to cloud storage and batch
resources according to the user’s credentials.

3.2. Web Portal

Once authenticated, the user is redirected to a web portal that is based on
the JupyterHub [19] technology. The main function of JupyterHub is to man-
age the login of single users and to dispatch their sessions on the dedicated
computing resources in a well encapsulated environment (see section 3.4).

In the JupyterHub portal, the user can request the creation of a personal
notebook server (see figure 3).

Figure 3: The web interface of the Jupyter server. The content of the home directory is
displayed. The drop-down menu shows that it’s possible to create a text file, a directory
or open a terminal. Different notebook flavours can be seen too. In this example Python2,
Python3 and C++ languages are available. The interface also allows to upload files.

Furthermore, the server can be customised with a web form that contains
two types of items:

• Software environment : the user is able to select any software collec-
tion (libraries, packages) required for the execution of the notebooks
(figure 4). In a first implementation, this corresponds to pre-defined
groups of packages offered by the service. The possibility of allow-
ing the user to setup custom environments will be also granted in the
future.
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• Hardware resources : in addition to the resource where the notebook
server runs, SWAN allows to customise hardware resources that can
provide more computing power or, more in general, performance. Ex-
amples are the access to an external Spark [20] cluster where compu-
tations are spawned and parallelised, a multicore node or a machine
equipped with an accelerator.

Figure 4: A simple web form allows the user to select a collection of software packages
available from within the container (LCG release) and to specify hardware resources such
as Spark clusters, multicore nodes, GPGPUs or accelerators.

3.3. Virtualised Infrastructure

The entire SWAN service is hosted by the CERN OpenStack [21] cloud
instance. This means that both the web portal and the user notebook servers
run in a virtualised environment, which are in charge of executing the calcu-
lations that are described in the notebooks.

As a result of running in the cloud, the number of resources dedicated to
SWAN can be elastically increased or decreased depending on the workload
(e.g. amount of users that are actually logged in), thus avoiding under or
over-provisioning.

Regarding resource accounting, the service entirely relies on the policies
enforced by the CERN cloud managers.
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3.4. Linux Containers

When a user requests the creation of their personal notebook server, a
Docker [22] container is allocated in the virtualised infrastructure to encap-
sulate that server. Hence, all the calculations that a particular user executes
in a notebook are executed inside a container. The operating system of the
container image chosen for the first deployment is Scientific CERN Linux
6 [23] (SLC6). At the time of writing, the vast majority of CERN machines
and computing nodes of the WLCG are equipped with the SLC6 operating
system.

Containers feature adequate characteristics for the SWAN use-case:

• Isolation: even if they run in the same virtual resource, every container
is isolated from the other containers and from the host. This approach
is transparent to the user and is beneficial both in terms of fairness (a
process in a container cannot affect processes running in other contain-
ers) and security (the harm caused by a malicious user is restricted to
the scope of the container).

• Runtime and responsiveness : a container is much faster to spawn than
a full virtual machine on equivalent hardware. This advantage is ex-
ploited to improve the user experience when requesting the creation of
a container.

• Ease of deployment : SWAN relies on a single Docker image with the
software that is strictly necessary to run the notebook server, which can
then be deployed on the virtual nodes that host the containers. There
is no need to provide a full image per use case thanks to lightweight
contextualisation, a concept discussed in detail in 3.5.

Concerning the orchestration of containers, SWAN leverages the Magnum [24]
OpenStack service.Magnum provides an API to request the creation of con-
tainers, which are allocated in virtual resources of the cloud. The manage-
ment of those containers (placement, re-allocation in case of node failure,
etc.) is then delegated to Magnum and the underlying container scheduler.

3.5. Software Distribution

A distinctive feature of the SWAN service is that the analysis software
is made available via a distributed file system, CVMFS [25]. CVMFS is
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the CERNVM File System: an aggressively cached, HTTP-based file sys-
tem designed for the distribution of software. Files are lazily cached once
accessed, and containers running on the same virtual host share a common
cache. CVMFS can potentially store any required software, including (but
not restricted to) LHC experiments’ software stacks.

A single Docker image is used to run the notebook servers and is lightweight:
it only contains an installation of Jupyter, whereas CVMFS is in charge of
provisioning the rest of the software.

This approach allows a veritable lightweight container contextualisation
which has at least three desirable features:

• allows the support of several different analysis software environments,

• makes it possible to upgrade of the set of packages available from within
the container without interfering with the container image,

• avoids network congestion in container environments [26] due to the
usage of large images.

As described in section 3.2, a user can customise the software environment
by means of a web form, right before spawning the notebook server. This
form is linked to CVMFS, since it allows to select a given group of software
configurations to contextualise the container.

3.6. Analysis Software

Thanks to CVMFS, SWAN is able to access any required software, in-
cluding libraries for carrying out data analysis. The aim of SWAN is not
to be restricted to any analysis ecosystem in particular, but rather to give
the user the freedom to choose and to exploit the synergies among them,
also through the combination of different programming languages. Exam-
ples of such ecosystems are R, Pandas and also ROOT [27], a data analysis
framework widely adopted in HEP.

3.7. Storage

One of the most important components of the SWAN service is cloud
storage. The choice of technology for SWAN to implement such storage
is EOS [28]. In SWAN, the EOS namespace is visible from within every
container via a fuse-mount procedure which preserves the credentials of the
user. As the mass storage solution for CERN, EOS already stores data of
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the LHC experiments and their simulations as well as non-physics data such
as logs coming from the computing infrastructure monitoring.

On the other hand, CERN makes available to every user a private and
synchronised portion of EOS, called CERNBox [29]. Section 4 is dedicated
to the description of this type of storage.

4. The Role of Synchronisation and Sharing

CERNBox is the CERN storage technology for file synchronisation and
sharing, based on ownCloud [30]. It features clients to synchronise one or
more local directories into the cloud, which can then be synchronised back
into any device (desktop machines, tablets, phones, etc.) or shared with
other users (see figure 5).

Figure 5: User 1 is synchronising with CERNBox two directories in the cloud. They
contain notebooks and other data files. Directory A can be shared with User 2.
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4.1. Synchronisation

In SWAN, users see the content of their CERNBox as home directory.
This means that all results, datasets, documents (or more generally, files)
produced in a SWAN session live in a synchronised storage area. Conse-
quently, all these files will also be visible from any client and vice versa:
files edited locally will appear on the SWAN server side. This allows to
complement the analyses made online also offline, de facto constructing a
cross-platform transport of the analysis procedures, together with their in-
put and output datasets. Therefore, in the context of SWAN, synchronised
storage becomes the gateway to the cloud.

One of the consequences of the feature just described is that the user
can transparently mirror the local environment in the cloud. This is an
innovative aspect - none of the commercial and open source cloud analysis
providers mentioned in section 1 features this characteristic; instead, a clear
separation is present between local user and cloud storage. Furthermore,
this solution represents a paradigm shift at CERN from the, at the time of
writing, adopted distributed file system mounted on all Linux machines of
the Organisation, AFS [31].

Finally, this mechanism also allows scientists to customise the environ-
ment for their analysis, for example making available to notebook servers
libraries and software packages of their choice.

4.2. Sharing

Notebooks only make sense in a context of sharing. People produce note-
books so that others can see or review their content, modify, re-run and,
possibly, re-share them. Since notebooks are the main interface of SWAN,
sharing is a central feature of the service.

For that purpose, we rely entirely on CERNBox and its sharing capa-
bilities and, in particular, its integration with the authentication system of
CERN, which makes possible to select individuals or groups with which data
can be securely shared. Concretely, sharing can be triggered via the CERN-
Box web interface, the unit of sharing being a directory. Such granularity fits
very well the SWAN use case, since a scientific result is rarely represented
by a single file, but rather by a coherent ensemble of text, code, input and
output data.

Thanks to the sharing capabilities of CERNBox and its integration with
the authentication systems of the Laboratory, progress and findings docu-
mented in notebooks can be debated more easily among colleagues and re-
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fined by collaborative efforts, for example to perform stringent cross-checks
before a discovery.

In presence of SWAN, the sharing potential implied by federated clouds
acquire a new type of added value. It becomes a procedure based on direc-
tories’ sharing which allows to strengthen the collaboration among sciences,
research laboratories and universities.

5. Summary of Targeted Use Cases

This section characterises some representative use cases where the SWAN
platform has an impact, boosting the productivity of the researchers.

5.1. Scientific and Non-Scientific Data Analysis

SWAN gives CERN the opportunity to integrate the data analysis ap-
proaches of its scientists and engineers. It provides all the building blocks
both for particle collisions studies and analytics of information coming from
monitoring of computer farms or electronics equipments. By utilising the
same infrastructure, the two communities can build a common language and
analysis procedures. The ability to seamlessly, selectively and securely share
results, code and data not only boosts the performance of users but also
give the opportunity to rethink their approaches taking inspiration from a
different mindset.

5.2. Tutorials and Teaching

SWAN simplifies the setup of tutorials. One of the biggest challenges
posed by teaching is the need to provide a uniform environment to all the
participants in order to offer fruitful hands-on sessions. It is not always
possible to provide a centrally-managed terminal to everybody. In addition,
even assuming that all participants have a laptop at disposal, the distribution
of a virtual machine is also inconvenient because of the size of the image
and ultimately the virtualisation support of the underlying hardware. The
usage of SWAN solves all the aforementioned problems providing a uniform
environment accessible with a web browser from any device. The presence
of synchronised storage allows the audience of the lectures to keep a copy
of the work performed during the hands-on sessions on their devices. The
possibility of sharing results with tutors, teachers and peers is an opportunity
to achieve an enriching learning experience.
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Before building the final architecture illustrated in figure 2, several in-
termediate milestones providing a subset of the features of the final product
were achieved. These prototype services were leveraged in several occasions
such as analysis tutorials for undergraduate students at CERN [32], allowing
not only to simplify teaching but also to collect feedback from early adopters.

5.3. Outreach and Open Data

SWAN is a platform which offers all the features to be an ideal support
for the CERN Open Data [33] initiative. The open datasets are directly ac-
cessible via EOS. The notebook interface is suited for scientists and students
with backgrounds also different from High Energy Physics. It gives access to
several languages and scientific software packages. In addition it grants a way
to unify in the same document all the explanations and examples which are
needed to transform a prestigious discovery into a high-school or university
lecture, immediately shareable world-wide.

5.4. Geographically Remote Collaborators

The success of an organisation like CERN heavily relies on world wide
collaborations. For example LHC experiments are sustained by a collabora-
tion of research and university institutes from all over the world. Presently
it is very hard or impossible to exploit CERN interactive login services
from institutes far from the Laboratory. For example, the network laten-
cies make the usage of the interactive logon service to Linux for all CERN
users, LXPLUS [34], very inefficient without a graphical connection, impos-
sible when this feature is requested. In addition, a small bandwidth can be
an obstacle for the transfer of produced results and datasets from and to
CERN.

The Jupyter web interface is able to mitigate if not to entirely hide laten-
cies thanks to an asynchronous web frontend. On the other hand, synchro-
nised storage, in combination with sync-clients for laptops or mobile devices,
greatly facilitates transfers in presence of little bandwidth.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

SWAN is a service for interactive data analysis in the cloud, developed
at CERN. It combines leading edge technologies such as Jupyter notebooks
and Docker with a portfolio of existing CERN IT services, namely virtualised
cloud resources, user authentication, specialised clusters and storage.
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Cloud storage plays a key role in SWAN. Both experiments’ data and
private user files live in the cloud, so that user analyses can access them
from within the service. In addition, thanks to CERNBox, users can choose
to synchronise their private space on local resources, thus creating a gateway
to the cloud. This feature represents an innovation with respect to similar
services, which do not allow clients to work locally with cloud data. Finally,
CERNBox also makes possible to share data among users at directory level,
which matches the granularity of an analysis (e.g. a notebook plus some
input/output data).

Another innovative feature of SWAN is the combination of Docker con-
tainers and CVMFS for software distribution. This solution is based on
having a single, thin container image and decoupling software provisioning
from it; instead, a lightweight contextualisation is performed through a dis-
tributed file system.

A rich program of developments is foreseen for SWAN. A packaging effort
will take place in order to make the service deployable on sites other than
CERN, possibly relying on technologies different from the ones described. In
addition, the service will evolve in order to accommodate the execution of
applications different from Jupyter notebooks.
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